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65% 

81% 

All young people looked at what meta-
skills are and identified which are their
strongest.

young people took part in Diversity
Wins (with employability) and rated our
programme on average 4.2/5. 

Had a good/excellent
understanding of what job roles
are available at a football club.

The young people were able to identify the job they would like in the
future and relate what meta-skills would be needed:

“To never discriminate and never judge a book by it’s cover.”

“How impactful discrimination can be on people and to not judge people straight away.”

“How you can discriminate against someone without knowing it and I’ll remember all the
information about all the ways that you can discriminate against people.”

“Entrepreneur – communication, adapting, sense making”

“Coder - critical thinking, creativity, sense making”

“Paediatrician - focusing, communication, critical thinking”

“Author - adapting, collaborating, creativity”

“Baker - creativity, adapting, focusing”

Key takeaways from the programme:
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FEEDBACK

Had a good/excellent understanding of what discrimination and
prejudice is, how it can look, and understand the impact it can
have on people. Through activities, the young people also
looked at ways they can help stop discrimination.

“Report it, raise awareness, stand up
for people and include people.”

“Don’t do it, report it.”

“You can try to explain to the person who is
discriminating why it is bad or take the person
who is being discriminated against away from
the situation.”
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Rated the course content 
good/excellent around 
employability and meta skills. 

When asked about the
ability of the course to put
across key messages to
young people, 100% of
teachers said it was
good/excellent.

of teachers rated the course
content around discrimination
as good/excellent. 

“A really good way of teaching children about meta skills and a
range of jobs.”

“The course focussed on skills that were relatable to the children
and opened their eyes to lots of achievable careers.”

“Love the active learning. Offered personalisation and choice and
let the children think about the skills required for jobs that interest
them.”

Teacher key takeaways: 

TEACHER
FEEDBACK
When asked to rate the Diversity Wins
course, teachers gave the course an
average rating of 4.8/5.

“Children were able to discuss the issue in a safe space and were able
to share ideas and opinions.”

“The issue of discrimination was explained very well and the children
were made aware of how it is an everyday issue and how they can
help stop it.”

“This was a superb session with informative content that was easy to
understand for the pupils that was delivered in an engaging manner.”

EXCELLENT

GOOD

“This was a fantastic course and the coach was so engaging with the kids. The mix of
activities helped with engagement and the pupils were ‘on task’ through out.”

“It allowed lots of opportunity for discussion and pupil led learning. The active session at
the end allowed children to use team work and use positive language.”

“This tied in so well with inclusive ethos of the school. Timing was great for the input with
P7’s as they transition to high school.”



A FOUNDATION FOR 

Everyone and Anyone


